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Should Receive the Next International Gender Equality Prize: Nominate Your 
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|| Thursday: March 11: 2021 || ά. The Finnish Government launched the International Gender 

Equality Prize:IGEP in 2017 as part of the nation’s centenary celebrations of independence. The 

Prize is awarded biennially. This is year the third International Gender Equality Prize will be 

awarded at the end of 2021. The Prize is now open for nominations for the next recipient. Anyone 

and everyone can submit a proposal. We invite the Finland Government to Name This Prize Larin 

Paraske International Gender Equality Prize, which will be fitting to honour one of Finland’s 

foundational names, many of whom are women, such as Minna Canth, being another profound 

figure.  

The nomination of candidates for this year’s Prize must be made by May 16, 2021, using the form 

provided in English, at the IGEP website https://igep.fi. The Prize will be awarded to a person or 

actor, who has promoted gender equality in a globally significant way. The Prize amounts to EUR 

300,000, which the recipient will assign to a cause, that strengthens gender equality. “Finland is a 

frontrunner in the promotion of gender equality and one of the leading countries when it comes to 

advancing equality. It is of vital importance to be consistent in our on-going work to strengthen 

gender equality.  

With this Prize, we want to advance international discussion on equality matters and to show how 

Finland has managed to create sustainable wellbeing and strengthen democracy.” says Finland’s 

Minister for Equality Affairs, Mr Thomas Blomqvist. 

The winner of the prize will be selected by a jury of international experts. In 2021, the members of 

the international jury are Ms Eva Biaudet, Member of the Finnish Parliament and the Chair of the 

jury; Ms Melanne Verveer, former US Ambassador for Global Women's Issues and Executive 

Director of the Georgetown Institute for Women, Peace and Security at Georgetown University; Mr 

Dean Peacock, the Director of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom's initiative 

to confront militarised masculinities; Mr Matti Vanhanen, the Minister of Finance of Finland and 

Ms Bella Forsgrén, Member of the Finnish Parliament. 

The first Prize was awarded to Federal Chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel, whose life’s work 

has made her one of the world’s most influential people and an example to many women and girls. 

Merkel granted the Prize money to SOS Femmes et Enfants Victimes de Violence Familiale, a 

Nigerien civil society organisation that used it to build a residential shelter for victims of domestic 

violence in the Nigerien capital of Niamey. 

In 2019, the Prize was awarded to Equality Now, an organisation with a history of 27 years of 

globally effective work to defend the rights of women. The organisation aims, among other things, 

to change gendered norms both nationally and internationally and to change discriminating laws 

and practices. 
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“We hope to receive a multitude of diverse nominations for the next winner of the International 

Gender Equality Prize. Due to the international reach of the prize, we expect to receive nominations 

from all around the world.” says Mr Blomqvist.  

Anyone can nominate a candidate for the prize until 16 May 16, 2021 using the form in English, 

available on the IGEP website at https://igep.fi  

The award ceremony will be organised in co-operation with the City of Tampere and held at 

Tampere Hall. 

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  120321 || 

 

|| The Coronavirus Has Already Killed More Than 2,500,000 People: How Many 

More Millions This World Is Ready to Let Killed by Keeping the Vaccine Away 

From the Poor Countries: United Nations Launches Only Together to Support 

Global Vaccine Equity: COVAX Is Still Short of $02 Billion  ||    

 

|| Thursday: March 11: 2021 || ά. The United Nations on launched a new global campaign, Only 

Together, today, aiming to advance fair and equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines worldwide. The 

initiative underscores the need for global solidarity to ensure vaccines are accessible in all countries, 

initially, targeting healthcare workers and the most vulnerable. “The virus has killed more than 
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02.5 million people and left millions more with debilitating long-term health effects, the UN 

Secretary-General Mr Antonio Guterres said in a video message to launch the campaign. 

Expressing concern over a small number of rich countries are rolling out a majority of the doses, 

Mr Guterres emphasised that COVID-19 vaccines must be considered a global public good. By the 

end of 2021, COVAX aims to offer vaccines to about a third of each participating country’s 

population. But that progress pales in comparison to the 10 richest countries, which possess nearly 

80% of all COVID-19 vaccines, with some planning to vaccinate their entire population within the 

next few months.   

"Over the past year, we’ve all missed out on doing the things we love to do with others: eating, 

hugging and going to school and work.” said the UN Deputy Secretary-General Ms Amina J 

Mohammed. ‘’Millions of us have lost someone we love or had our livelihoods taken away.”  

With the biggest vaccine roll out in history now underway, millions of doses are being delivered 

across the globe, including, to some of the world’s poorest countries, through the efforts of COVAX, 

the UN-led global vaccine equity mechanism. The COVID-19 vaccines will stop people from dying, 

prevent new variants from emerging, reignite economies and offer the best hope to end the 

pandemic.   

Also, highlighting that an unprecedented global scientific effort for vaccines has given us hope to 

defeat the virus, Ms Mohammed stressed that new momentum and hope would emerge ‘only, if, 

we work together to ensure everyone, everywhere has access to COVID-19 vaccines. Only together 

can we end the pandemic and transform a new era of hope’. 

“No country can overcome this crisis in isolation.” said Mr Guterres said. He urged governments 

and businesses to share doses and technology, so supply goes further and distribution goes faster. 

COVAX, co-led by the World Health Organisation:WHO, GAVI and the Coalition for Epidemic 

Preparedness Innovations:CEPI and in partnership with UNICEF, has support from 190 

participating countries. It still needs more than $02 billion to fully meet its goal to vaccinate those 

most in need by the end of the year. 

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  120321 || 
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|| Medicine || NHS England Rolls Out Colon Capsule Endoscopy Cameras to Test 

For Cancer || 

 

|| Thursday: March 11: 2021 || ά. Miniature cameras, which patients can swallow to get checked 

for cancer are being trialled across the NHS. The imaging technology, in a capsule no bigger than a 

pill, can provide a diagnosis within hours. Known as a colon capsule endoscopy, the cameras are 

the latest NHS innovation to help patients access cancer checks at home. Traditional endoscopies 

mean that patients need to attend hospital and have a tube inserted whereas the new technology 

means that people can go about their normal day. 

An initial group of 11,000 NHS patients in England will receive the capsule cameras in more than 

40 different places in the country. NHS has prioritised cancer care during the coronavirus pandemic 

and the latest figures show that hospitals carried out more than two cancer treatments for every 

patient they treated for COVID-19. In December alone, more than 25,000 patients were treated for 

cancer and more than 200,000 people came forward for checks, 13,000 more than the same month 

the previous year. 

NHS Chief Executive Mr Sir Simon Stevens said, “As we come out of ‘peak COVID’ and the 

disruption of the pandemic, the NHS is now pushing ahead with genuine innovation to expand 

services for many other conditions. That’s why we’re now trialling these ingenious capsule cameras 
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to allow more people to undergo cancer investigations quickly and safely. What sounds like sci-fi 

is now becoming a reality and as these minute cameras pass through your body, they take two 

pictures per second checking for signs of cancer and other conditions like Crohn’s Disease.” 

Dame Cally Palmer, NHS National Cancer Director, said, “It is thanks to the huge efforts of staff 

that more than 228,000 people started treatment for cancer during the pandemic and in 2020, 

hospitals carried out more than two cancer procedures for every patient they treated for the virus. 

As the NHS continues to prioritise cancer care, this latest innovation will ensure people can get the 

checks they need and conveniently; the cameras are small but they will make a big difference for 

patients.” 

Professor Peter Johnson, NHS Clinical Director for Cancer, said, “From the cutting edge technology 

of these colon capsules to COVID protected hubs and chemo home deliveries, the NHS has fast 

tracked new ways of treating and diagnosing cancer, all while responding to the coronavirus 

pandemic. The NHS message to anyone experiencing symptoms is clear: do not delay, help us to 

help you by coming forward for care. The NHS is ready and able to treat you.” 

Infection control measures required to make endoscopies COVID-secure mean that they take much 

longer to do, which has reduced the number of people, who can undergo the life-saving checks. 

The capsule endoscopy normally takes five to eight hours and provides full images of the bowel 

with information sent to a data recorder in a shoulder bag, so patients can go about their day. The 

cameras will help to speed up the checks, catching more cancers early when they are easier to treat. 

The NHS Long Term Plan committed to increasing the number of tumours caught at an early stage 

form half to three in four. To further support cancer services, £150 million has been invested in 

diagnostic equipment, such as, endoscopy equipment and new MRI and CT scanners. Hospitals are 

using the funding to restructure their buildings with the funds to allow social distancing and help 

prevent the spread of the virus while continuing to deliver care. 

NHS England has already invested £160 million in COVID-friendly cancer treatments, which do 

not hit patients’ immune systems so hard and can reduce hospital trips, as well as, delivering chemo 

to people’s doorsteps and using COVID-secure cancer hubs. At University College London 

Hospitals NHS Foundation trust:UCLH, the endoscopy team has already started using the 

innovative diagnostic tool. Clinical Lead Mr Ed Seward said, “Colon capsule is a new innovation, 

that has recently become available and involves swallowing a camera pill, that takes pictures of the 

bowel as it passes through. These pictures are beamed to a recording device, that the patient wears 

at their waist. 

“Not only does colon capsule increase our diagnostic capacity, because it doesn’t require the 

resources of a dedicated hospital space to do the examination, it, also, allows us to do the 

examination in the patient’s home, so patients, who, may be shielding or cautious about going to a 

hospital, can perform the procedure in the comfort of their own homes.” 
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Dr Alastair McKinlay, the President of the British Society of Gastro-enterology, said, “We welcome 

any initiative, that seeks to simplify and improve the early diagnosis of gastro-intestinal disease 

and, in particular, colorectal cancer, which, unfortunately, is still responsible for many avoidable 

deaths. 

Colon capsule is a promising new technology, that, may, offer a real advantage for some patients. 

For this reason, we welcome the opportunity for a proper service evaluation so that both the 

limitations and advantages of this technique can be properly assessed. We welcome NHS England’s 

decision to work with some of the UK’s top experts in this field to make sure that the technology 

has a proper evaluation. This information will put the UK at the forefront of the world in this 

important new area.” 

Ms Genevieve Edwards, the Chief Executive at Bowel Cancer UK, said, “This has the potential to 

make a huge difference for people with bowel cancer symptoms and could help the NHS to 

prioritise those, who urgently need further tests.” 

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  120321 || 

 

|| Political Economics || The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

and Green Climate Fund Extend Co-operation by $497 Million || 
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|| Thursday: March 11: 2021 || ά. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development:EBRD 

has re-affirmed its commitment to scaling up green intermediated financing by approving 

additional headroom for the next phase of its successful large-scale partnership with the Green 

Climate Fund. An extension of the successful co-operation by $497 million supports thousands of 

individual investments in technologies, that reduce emissions and enhance resilience to climate 

change. 

The GCF-EBRD Green Energy Financing Facilities:GEFF programme, inaugurated in 2018, spans 

three regions and directs new climate finance flows to Armenia, Egypt, Georgia, Jordan, Moldova, 

Mongolia, Morocco, Serbia, Tajikistan and Tunisia. Sums, lent to local partner financial institutions, 

are on-lent to private sub-borrowers for investments in climate change mitigation and adaptation 

projects. The new extension will help maintain momentum and continue scaling up gender-

responsive green financing. It is estimated that the latest extension will avoid CO2 emissions of 

800,000 tonnes per year, which is equivalent to retiring 125MW of coal-fired electricity generation 

capacity. 

The extension enhances equal opportunity to access green finance and technologies with a view to 

reducing existing gender gaps. The latest extension increases the framework headroom by up to 

$497 million. Of this, $373 million will come from the Bank’s ordinary resources, with an equivalent 

of up to $124 million of concessional financing provided by the GCF. 

The $01.4 billion programme benefits from GCF support amounting to $378 million, out of which 

$344 million is concessional co-funding and $34 million is grants for technical assistance. Other 

donors supporting the programme include the GCF, the European Union, the Republic of Korea, 

Austria, Luxembourg, Japan and Turkey. As of end-2020, GCF GEFF product had been launched 

in eight countries in partnership with 18 local financial institutions and have already supported 

over 500 green investments. 

EBRD’s Green Energy Financing Facilities:GEFF provide credit lines to open up new financing 

paths and new markets of sustainable development for people pursuing climate investments and 

addressing the barriers women face. GEFF is a cornerstone of the EBRD’s ambitious aim to become 

a majority green investor by 2025. 

GCF was set up by 194 countries, which are parties to the United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change:UNFCCC in 2010 to deliver equal amounts of funding to mitigation and 

adaptation initiatives in developing countries. The GCF-EBRD’s partnership for transformation has 

seen the GCF support six EBRD programmes with $830 million, catalysing more than $03.6 billion 

in total project value. The GCF is the largest climate fund in the world, supporting the efforts of 

developing countries to respond to the challenge of climate change. 

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  120321 || 
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|| Political Economics || What Happens When A Suomalainen Wonders As To 

What Else Can One Do With Manure || 

 

|| Thursday: March 11: 2021 || ά. Most of all human discoveries and inventions come out of the 

human soul’s wondering, what, if? Here is such an outcome, arising from Finland, Suomi by which 

token, Suomalainen, those folks calling Suomi their home. Reducing HGV traffic emissions is an 

important part of Finland’s 2035 carbon-neutrality target. One of its solutions can be found in cow 

manure: it can be made into bio-gas, that can, in the future, replace fossil diesel fuel, which is what 

HGVs in Finland currently run on.  

The Vuorenmaa dairy farm has written a new page for the history books, as Finland’s first manure-

powered milk truck, filled up with the farm’s own renewable bio-gas.  The Vuorenmaa dairy farm, 

in Haapavesi, has 180 cows, that produce milk for Valio’s local dairy, where it is made into Valio 

Oltermanni cheese. For years, the farm has used the manure its cows produced to generate 

electricity and heat for the farm at their own bio-gas plant. For the first time, that bio-gas has begun 

to fuel a Valio milk truck. Using bio-gas as vehicle fuel is a part of Valio’s programme, that aims to 

reset milk’s carbon footprint to zero by 2035.   
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“The Vuorenmaa farm’s bio-gas plant currently produces roughly 1,900 Mwh of bio-gas every year. 

We were overhauling the plant’s equipment and decided to expand its functions to produce bio-

gas fuel. The milk truck from our local dairy at Haapavesi can fill up at our farm at the same time 

as they collect our milk. In the future, the fuelling station near the farm will, also, provide bio-gas 

for passenger cars.” Says Mr Janne Vuorenmaa, who runs the farm with his brother and family. 

In the beginning, half of the gas they produce will be refined into bio-methane, which is suited for 

use as vehicle fuel. If, all that gas were to be used in milk trucks, it would be enough for a mileage 

of over 350,000 kilometres per year. For now, there is only a limited amount of bio-gas for passenger 

cars. It will be possible, however, to increase the plant's refining capacity to meet demand. 

Roughly, 15 million tonnes of manure is generated every year in Finland. Usage of agricultural side 

flows is, however, still taking its early steps in Finland and using pressurised bio-gas, that is made 

of cow manure is a completely new development. Bio-gas will, also, play an important role in 

reducing not only traffic emissions but, also, in reducing agricultural ones.  

“The bio-gas plant is a part of our farm’s regular nutrient circle. Its process transforms the nutrients 

in the manure into a form, that is more useful in the fields. When we need to buy less fertiliser, it 

benefits both the environment and our accounts. It, also, improves the farm’s self-sufficiency when 

it comes to energy. Selling farm-produced fuel is another business opportunity.’’ says Mr 

Vuorenmaa.  

“Using bio-gas can reduce fuel's life-cycle green-house gas emissions by up to 85% compared to 

diesel, which is what our milk collection and distribution trucks run on. At the same time, the dairy 

farm's own carbon footprint goes down significantly, by one fourth or fifth, depending on the 

method of calculation.” says Valio’s Development Manager, Mr Petteri Tahvanainen, who is 

responsible for Valio's vehicle fleet. 

“The Vuorenmaa dairy farm is a fantastic example of the ways Finnish farmers can solve 

environmental and climate challenges together with local businesses. At the same time, the farms 

can create new business, that is, new cashflow into the countryside, while improving our fuel-

related self-sufficiency.” 

The bio-gas plant and the bio-methane refining and refuelling station was manufactured by Demeca 

Oy, a company local to Haapavesi.  “We have spent a long time developing our bio-methane 

refining unit and trialled various technical solutions. Now, a milk truck can refuel at the farm every 

day and the equipment is running well.” says Demeca Sales Director, Mr Sami Vinkki. 

“We want to create new business opportunities for farmers and to improve the field’s respectability. 

Our job is to improve farm profitability, as well as, animal and human well-being. This is yet 

another project where that has been a resounding success. I very much like to refuel one of our cars 

at a customer’s farm. And the farm gets to keep all the profit.” says Mr Vinkki. 
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“A network of various local businesses has formed around the Vuorenmaa farm. They are close to 

the Haapavesi Cheese Factory, which means it is easy to refuel the milk truck during its collection 

run.” Says Pohjolan Maito co-operative's Managing Director, Mr Marko Puhto. 

The milk is collected from the farm with transportation business H. Vähäaho Oy’s new milk truck. 

“When this project started about a year ago, we were very excited. It's been a joy to see that all our 

partners have been just as excited to take part. There have been no significant surprises, as 

everything worked as planned, both for the refuelling system and the truck. Some people, may, say 

that such a small act is not enough to save the world but, we are excited to be a part of such a chain, 

that can result in concrete reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in the places that we live and 

breathe.” says H Vähäaho Oy’s Mr Sami Vähäaho. 

The manure is fed to the bio-gas plant through a pipeline from the barn. Other matter, such as, grass 

or spoiled feed can be mixed in the manure. The mixture is pumped into the biogas reactor, where 

it decomposes in an anoxic container. The gas rises to the top of the reactor, from where it is 

collected and purified for use. This process takes 30–40 days. 

In bio-gas production, the manure’s fertilising capability improves and the smell is removed. The 

manure turns into a material of uniform quality, that is so rich in nutrients that it is possible to 

reduce the use of commercial fertiliser. This saves both money and the environment. The refined 

manure produced in the bio-gas plant can, also, be separated into dry and liquid fractions. The 

liquid, which contains the nutrients, can be used to fertilise the fields. The dry fraction, on the other 

hand, is so dry and high in quality that, in addition to its use as a fertiliser, makes it possible to use 

it as litter for the cows’ bedding instead of peat or sawdust. 

About Valio valio.fi: Valio’s mission is to create well-being and taste sensations in a responsible 

way. We make tasty products from milk and many other ingredients; we bring delightful tastes, 

variety and joy to the food table. We, also, carry out important roles in society: ensuring food 

security, enhancing public health and improving animal welfare are some examples of our impacts. 

In line with our mission, we are making life better. This is also the conclusion of the Finns who have 

chosen Valio as Finland’s most sustainable brand for seven consecutive years. 4,300 Finnish dairy 

farmers own Valio through co-operatives. We pay out all the profits to our milk producers through 

the milk price. We employ a total of 25,000 people at dairy farms. Valio has 4,000 professionals at 

work from different sectors and we listen to consumers with our more than 100 years of experience.  

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  120321 || 
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|| Literature || The EBRD Literature Prize 2021 Announces Ten-Author Long-List 

|| 

 

 

|| Thursday: March 11: 2021 || ά. The European Bank For Reconstruction and Development:EBRD 

Literature Prize 2021, launched by the Bank to promote translated literary fiction from its regions 

of operations, announces its selected longlist today. This is now the fourth year of the EBRD 

Literature Prize, which celebrates the very best in translated literature from the nearly 40 countries 

where the Bank invests: from central and eastern Europe to Central Asia, the Western Balkans and 

the southern and eastern Mediterranean. 

The €20,000 Prize is awarded to the best work of literary fiction originally written in a language 

from one of these countries, which has been translated into English and published by a UK or a 

Europe-based publisher. The international Prize was created in 2017 by the EBRD with funding 

provided by the members of the EBRD, in co-operation with the British Council. It is one of the few 

international literature prizes, which recognises both author and translator in equal measure. 

The independent panel of judges for the EBRD Literature Prize 2021 has selected 10 novels, that 

they consider outstanding works of storytelling. In total, eight languages feature on the selected 
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longlist, which represents a fascinating mix of cultures from across the EBRD regions of operations. 

The finalists, three authors and their translators, of the EBRD Literature Prize 2021 will be 

announced on May 03. All will be invited to attend the award ceremony later that month, date yet 

to be determined, where the winner of the EBRD Literature Prize 2021 will be announced. 

Mr Toby Lichtig, the Chair of the Judges, said, “Given the diversity of territories, covered by the 

EBRD, it is, perhaps, unsurprising how varied and culturally rich this longlist is, both thematically 

and stylistically. The ten books move us from 1930s Warsaw to 1950s Czechoslovakia to 

contemporary Ukrainian no man’s land; from a Kafakaesque tale of judicial injustice to an absurdist 

tragicomedy of human smuggling; from the dying days of the Ottoman Empire to an alternative 

Balkans hauling itself into the present day. Taken together, they give a picture of a Eurasian region 

riven with the scars of war and displacement, cruelty and carelessness and teeming with human 

resilience and ingenuity. And love. Each book is unique, each translation brilliantly realised.” 

The longlist titles, in alphabetical order by author, are: Love in the Days of Rebellion by Ahmet 

Altan, translated by Brendan Freely and Yelda Türedi: Europa Editions: Language: Turkish. 

Country: Turkey. 

The Pear Field by Nana Ekvtimishvili, translated by Elizabeth Heighway: Peirene Press. Language: 

Georgian: Country: Georgia. 

Grey Bees by Andrey Kurkov, translated by Boris Dralyuk: MacLehose Press, an imprint of 

Quercus: Language: Russian. Country: Ukraine 

Carbide by Andriy Lyubka, translated by Reilly Costigan-Humes and Isaac Stockhouse Wheeler: 

Jantar Publishing Ltd. Language: Ukrainian. Country: Ukraine 

Hana by Alena Mornstajnova, translated by Julia and Peter Sherwood: Parthian Books: Language: 

Czech. Country: Czech Republic. 

No-Signal Area by Robert Perisic, translated by Ellen Elias-Bursac: Seven Stories Press: Language: 

Croatian. Country: Croatia. 

The Highly Unreliable Account of the History of a Madhouse by Ayfer Tunc, translated by Feyza 

Howell: Istros Books: Language: Turkish. Country: Turkey. 

The King of Warsaw by Szczepan Twardoch, translated by Sean Gasper Bye: Amazon Crossing: 

Language: Polish. Country: Poland. 

Mr K Released by Matei Visniec, translated by Jozefina Komporaly: Seagull Books: Language: 

Romanian: Country: Romania. 

Your Ad Could Go Here by Oksana Zabuzhko, translated by Nina Murray, Marta Horban, Marco 

Carynnyk, Halyna Hryn and Askold Melnyczuk: Amazon Crossing: Language: Ukrainian. 

Country: Ukraine. 
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The EBRD Literature Prize is a project of the Bank’s Community Initiative, a programme, which 

provides a framework for the engagement of staff and the institution in philanthropic, social and 

cultural activities in the regions where the Bank works.  

The Chair of the Community Initiative, Mr Kazuhiko Koguchi, said, The Literature Prize reminds 

us of the wealth of creativity and cultures across our regions of operations and highlights the role 

of storytelling in connecting us all and building bridges across borders. 

|| Readmore ||   :::ω::: ||  reginehumanicsfoundation.com ||  120321 || 
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What Are Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

 

Ask Your Political Leaders About Building-Block Foundational Human Rights and Ask 

Them About Humanics 

The Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

A: Absolute Right to Live in Clean, Healthy, Safe and Natural Environment 

B: Absolute Right to Breathe Natural, Fresh, Clean and Safe Air 
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C: Absolute Right to Necessary Nutritional Balanced Food and Drink 

D: Absolute Right to Free Medical Care at the Point of Need 

E: Absolute Right to an Absolute Home 

F: Absolute Right to Free Degree-Level Education and Life Long Learning 

G: Absolute Right to Guaranteed Social Care 

H: Absolute Right to a Universal Income 

I: Absolute Right to a Job 

J: Absolute Right to Dignified Civic and Human Funeral Paid Through by Universal Income 

 

This Is the Body of Work, by Munayem Mayenin, That Has Brought Into Existence the 

Philosophy and Vision of Humanics 

Dehumanisation of Humanity: Volume One: Published: July: 2007: 978-1-4477-1330-2  

Mayenin worked and developed the very critique of capitalism and Marxism while at university 

in which he had elvisioned the world's future in humanics for humanity to reach and achieve 

liberty and equality for all humanity, which capitalism has continually slaughtered and Marxism 

failed desperately, even, to understand, let alone, to know or show how to seek and achieve them. 

Some of these works were published in publications in the early 00s and the volume was published 

as a book in 2007. There are three other volumes of this planned work, yet to be published. 

Humanics The Foundation: Volume One: Published: December 06: 2017: ISBN: 978-0-

244-34575-4  

This piece of work elaborated the philosophy of humanics and presented the idea of human 

enterprise and how it works to enable humanity to conduct the human economical endeavours in 

humanics. 

Humanics The Humanicsonomics: Volume Two: Published: June 12: 2018: ISBN: 978-0-

244-48334-0  

This is the political economics or humanicsonomics of humanics in human enterprise. This volume 

presents the political economics of humanics and elvisioned world's future as two distinct phases: 

pre-humanical or Kapitalawnomics phase in which capitalism is saved from pseudonomics and 

brought under the absolute and complete control and power of the rule of law so to make it serve 

the people at all times and not the rich and through this phase, humanity brings into existence the 

humanical Building-Block Foundational Human Rights and end capitalism's Poverty Paradigm, 

that causes all of the high-cruelties, high-brutalities and high-barbarities, that are inflicted on the 
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vast number of humanity on this earth. Further to this, this work advances the system and 

mechanism of human enterprise and elvisioned at the end of the development of Kapitalawnomics 

human societies will have developed enough to be able and equipped to try and seek to bring into 

existence humanical societies, that will begin to form a grid of humanical societies into a universal 

humanical civilisation on earth.  

The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Published: 

April 06: 2019: ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6  

This short piece of work nano-summarised the entire body of Munayem Mayenin's works on 

humanics. This calls on the working humanity of the world to rise, organise and united under new 

and humanical political forces, parties and organisations to seek and try to bring about a 

humanical world movement to lead humanity to equality and liberty. 

Humanics The Humanicsovics: Volume Three: To Be Published Later This Year 

This volume presents the political philosophy of humanics and the means to deliver that political 

philosophy by and through humanicsovics, humanical direct form of democracy without party 

politics whereby each and every individual human being becomes his:her own High 

Representative and they all run their society's human affairs management together as individuals, 

working together as scientists and mathematicians without any political parties. 

Alphansum Sovereign Necessarius: Published April 14: 2020: ISBN: 978-0-244-58241-8  

Although, this large volume is of metaphysical work, it has brought the whole humanical 

universal view in a harmonious outlook, unifying all expressions, fields, areas and arenas of 

human existence and in this process this work elvisioned the coming into existence the new 

branches of science, that has already been mentioned. 

Laranska The Anatomy of Fear: Novel: Published: January 2009: ISBN: 978-1-4477-1426-

2 

No Man’s Land’s Bloom: Play: Published: May 2010: ISBN: 978-1-4477-0903-9 

United Colours of Blood: Screenplay: Published: January 2009: ISBN: 978-1-4477-1615-0 

Larantia Poetry of Anatophysiophilosophicamonimayareginata: A Magnum of a 

Planned Volume of 850 Sonnets About All Branches of Medicine: Currently Having Few 

Hundred Sonnets: First Published: October 14, 2016: ISBN: 978-1-326-28882-2 

In his other major bodies of works, that are yet to be published Mayenin has worked on further in 

elaborating the psychology and social psychology of the zoohumanity, that capitalism and all the 

dehumanisations it has inflicted on humanity through its enforcement of inequality and the 
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absence of liberty. These as yet unpublished works include: Psychology of Zoohuman, Humanical 

Jurisprudence, Sociology of Evil, Economics of Squalors: The High-Cruelties High-Brutalities and 

High-Barbarities of Capitalism, Humanical Moral Science, Social Morality Or Good State, 

Humanical Civilisation: A Universal Grid of Humanical Societies and Colossus Complexus: 

Eternally Learning Humanity.  
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|| Humanity Will Continue to Live an Inferior Life Than What is Possible Until the Two Halves, 

Women and Men, with All Individuals in Them, are Absolutely, Fundamentally and Jubilantly 

Equal at Liberty. Humanity, Therefore, Is Not and Can Not Be Free Until All Humans are Equals 

for Only by the Yardstick of This Equality Their State of Being Free Can Be Measured. In Other 

Words, There Can Not Exist Liberty Unless There Exists Equality Between and Among All Humans 

and This State of Equality Can Not Come to Exist So Long There Remain Two Groups of Humans: 

The Powerful and The Powerless: Whereby the Former Controls the Later and Creates, Maintains 

and Carries Forward the Perpetual State of Inequality: Economically, Politically, Judicially, 

Constitutionally, Socially, Culturally and Spiritually. To Reach the State of Equality and Liberty, 

the Task Before Humanity is, Therefore, to Change This State by Taking Away Ownership and 
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Money and, with Them, the Power They Generate and Confer, That Lets One Small Group of 

Humans, The Powerfuls, Subjugating the Vast Multitude of Humans, The Powerless, Under Their 

Dictatorship. For Only by Taking Away 'the Gun' of the Power of the Powerfuls, Humanity Can 

Bring About the State of Liberty, as Well as, Equality at Once: Equality and Liberty Can Not and 

Do Not Exist Separately But Together and Simultaneously. Equality and Liberty Exist as The 

Promethumean Fire: In Which There is the Light and There is the Heat in One Flame: The 

Humanion Stands Here on the Path of Humanics: A State of Liberty for All Humanity at Equality. 

The Promethumean: Where Prometheus is Not Seen as a Man But a Human: In Short, Regine 

Humanics Foundation Ltd and The Humanion Stand for These and Exist and Work for the 

Promotion of This Vision of Humanics for a Better Human Condition for All Humanity Across the 

Mother Earth on the Mother Universana: We Invite You All for Your Support: Join Us in Telling the 

World and World Humanity That: An Infinitely Better Human Condition for All Humanity Across 

the Mother Earth IS Possible. || Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd || 

 

 

|| Support Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd || 

 

Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd Publishes The Humanion, The Humanion Portable Daily and 

The Humanion Larnaarch, among doing other things: We do not and shall not accept fundings or 

contributions from any type, form, manner and layer of Governments of national, international, 

supra-national or any other type or bodies formed by them nor from rich individuals or bodies or 

agencies of any kind. This, to us, is as a matter of absolute philosophic principle to ensure our 

resolute and complete independence. 

The ways, in which, we invite support from the readers, members of the public and all other 

individuals and agencies and businesses of any kind, are: a: Voluntary Subscription Payments: b: 

Voluntary Contributions: c: The Minimal and Symbolic Membership Fees to Our Regineumanics 

Family: d: Buying a Copy of The Long Walk to Humanics: e: Contributing to Our Events: f: 

Subscribing to Our Publications and g: Advertisement in The Humanion Group of Publications. 

You make a conscious, wilful and philosophic choice to Support The Regine Group of Publications 

and The Foundation. If, you do: thank you: If, you do not, thank you, too, for reading The 

Humanion and The Humanion Portable Daily.  

The world has, apparently, accepted that Capitalism is the High Pinnacle of All Systems and, some 

still dream that Marxism will rescue humanity from this Killing Mechanism Capitalism, we refuse 

to subscribe to that. Humanics is the Post-Marxist and Post-Capitalistic World View of What 

Humanity can be and what it can do and how infinitely better a human condition can be created in 

a Humanical Society, by eradicating ownership and money and by establishing belongingship in 
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human enterprise, setting all humans at liberty and equality under the rule of law in natural justice 

with a direct form of democracy, humanics calls it, Humanicsovics, in which, each human soul is 

her:his own High Representative. In this, Humanics is the Minority Vision and we do not and can 

not expect millions and billions of people supporting our vision today but We Whole-Heartedly 

Believe That ONE DAY This Humanity Shall BE ALL HUMANICAL: By When: We Know Not But 

This: That Being a Monstrous Killing Mechanism Capitalism IS Unsustainable: The World Shall 

Change One Day and Every Change Begins with an Idea, with a Vision:  

We invite you to Envision the Vision and Philosophy of Humanics and Support The Humanion, 

The Humanion Portable Daily, The Humanion Larnaarch and The Foundation to Keep Taking 

Forward the Vision and Philosophy of Humanics, to Keep on Challenging Capitalism’s Poverty 

Paradigm, for an Infinitely Better Humanity in an Infinitely Better Human Condition for All 

Humanity Across Mother Earth. Thank You. 

The Humanion UK Online Daily: Free Online Everyday: In Publication Since 

September 24: 2015 
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There can not be any sustainability until and unless we take the view that sustainability comes as 

philosophical, political philosophical, political economical, ethical, moral, sociological, educational, 

jurisprudential, socio-cultural and ecological and humanical spiritual so that we are able to create 

a sustainable ‘architecture’ of existence in a clean, green, circular and sustainable political 

economics, that underpins all forms and expressions of sustainability and when such an 

‘architecture’ exists within the Larin Paraske Maxim or Oath: Do No Harm to Anyone or Anything: 

all things and all living forms must have equitable status in the sphere of all existence or all life on 

earth, with an emphasis on the Universana. Because humanity does not just exist on earth but it 

does so in the Sunnara, in the Home Bay of the Milky Way Galaxy in the vast expanse of the 

Universe, our home Universana. Dear Reader, we are on the path of humanics, please, tell the world 

and world humanity that humanics has arrived on earth from ‘the without of human imagination’, 

learning, questioning and thoughts, gained from the eternal walks of this human soul’s eternal 

journey on the eternal path of eternal learning, with its humanical metaphysics, humanical 

philosophy as natural science, humanical psychology, humanical political philosophy, humanical 

political economics, humanical jurisprudence, humanical sociology, humanical moral science and 

humanical arealism. For capitalism has created global warming and climate change and wracked 

the earth with environmental degradations and pollutions in all spheres, where bio-diversity is 

getting lost at an alarming rate as the earth keeps on being heated up. Humanity is devastated by 

capitalism’s poverty-paradigm, delivering all its high-cruelties, high-brutalities and high-

barbarities. This is why it is paramount that that we speak up and out and try our hardest to inspire 

faith, hope, determination and resolution among all humanity of this world, women and men, that 
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we shall not just accept this ‘sentence of doom’, that capitalism’s mindless consumerism, infinite 

greed of infinite profiteering, decadent voguism and venomous voyeurism, orchestrated by the 

Distorteddia  have brought us and, yet, that we can, we should, we ought, we must keep on trying: 

‘to seek to try: to do: to change: to make better the human condition’ and we do so as one humanity, 

as women and men, working together as one, in unison with the same aim, same goal, same 

objective: to get all humanity to liberty, equality, fairness and justice in the rule of law in natural 

justice, with a purpose and meaning to our existence, where we all humanity, with our all-unity 

and all-diversity, exist as one humanity naturale on one Mother Earth, in one Sunnara, in one Home 

Bay Milky Way Galaxy in the one Universana with the humanical foundation of faith: humanity is 

an infinity unfolding itself, in which, we are all-for-one and one-for-all. 
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